Our Shop Uses “Motorvac” State-of-the-Art
Preventative Maintenance Equipment
To Provide the Highest Quality Service

These Are Tough Economic Times And Your
Vehicle Has to Last Longer Than Ever Before!
These Maintenance Services Will Extend the
Life of Your Vehicle and Improve Fuel Efficiency
$ 111.50

BRAKE FLUID POWER FLUSH
Brake fluid absorbs moisture which over
time corrodes inside of the brake system.

Transmission replacement & repairs are
very costly! This Service Will:
♦ Replace 100% of old fluid
♦ Extend the life of your transmission
♦ Improve shift quality
♦ Remove harmful contaminants

This service will save you money on costly
hydraulic parts by getting rid of the old fluid
that causes corrosion

COOLANT SYSTEM FLUSH

$89.95 + Antifreeze

Replaces 100% of your old fluid so when new
fluid is added, it does not get contaminated.
♦ Restores cooling system efficiency
♦ Prevents rust and corrosion
♦ Extends radiator and cooling system life

ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM CLEANING:

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUSH & Fill

OIL CLEAN FLUSH
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$89.95

Removes sludge & contamination that
builds up in your lubrication system.
♦ Reduces engine heat and viscosity breakdown.
♦ Cleans your engine’s crankcase, the oil
passages, pump, pan and screen, valve
train and timing cover.

$139.95

POWER STEERING FLUSH
Exchanges all of your power steering fluid.

This Service Will:
♦ Repair Driveability Problems...Eliminate hesitations,
hard starts, rough idling, or lack of power
♦ Reduce Harmful Emissions
♦ Extend Fuel System Component Life
♦ Increase Gas Mileage
♦ Restore “New Car” Performance

$89.95

Friction & heat in the power steering system
causes oxidation that breaks down the fluid &
its lubricating ability. This can accelerate wear
in the pump, valves & gears resulting in
expensive repairs. Debris & contaminants can
cause the valves & other components to stick.
Dry and worn out seals can lead to leaks.

$89.95

